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MISSION STATEMENT
Ducks Unlimited (tlQ tncuporatea is a private, charitable, non.profit conservation organisation dedicated to the preservation, restoratiul creation and
maintenance of wetland hatitat in New Zealand, the propagStion and conservation of the country's rare waterfowl and the advocacy ol wetlands as a valuable
natural resource. This is achieved tlrough six pr{ects each with specffic aims. These are: "Operation Pateke", the redrrction of the threatened status of the New
Z*alandtrorn' teal thrurgh tlre release of captive bred birds and wise habitat management "Operation Gretel", to increase the number of grey teal in New
Zealand throu& the provisinn of suitable nesting habitat "0peration Whio", the conservation oI blue duck througlr the release d captive bred bfuds to expand the
species rangB; "Operation Branta", to establish the Canada goose in the North Island as a valuable recreational resource; "0peratiur Royal Swan", the
conservation of Mute Swan through the establishment oI a captive breeding population; and "Operation Wetlands", to preserve, create and manage wetland areas
through direct funding, technical assistance and public education of wetland values. The scientific study of wetlands and waterlowl is also encouraged dru4h
dhect fuding,

The organisatin was Iounded in May 1974 by a gfoup of concerned conservationists and incorporated by them in Jme 1975 at Wellingtur, New Zeahnd
Membership, in fu;r. categories, is open to anyone who suppots the organisation's objectives. Junior membership is $ll.ffi per annml Full membership is $30
per annurn,'liade membership is $45 per annum, Sponsor membership is a minimum of $60 per annum and IiIe membership is $600.00' Membership carries a
subscriptin to "Flight", the official quarterly publication of Ducks Unlimitd which currently reaches 20(X) members and friends curcerned with waterfowl
conservation. Letter, manuscripts and photographs should be addressed to the "Flight" Editor. To assure prompt delivery members shorld seird suhcriptln
renewals and changes oI address to National Headquafiers at F0 Box M-776,l,ower Hutt Any views expressed by cortibutrs in 'fight" are their orvn and do

Airways Assbting Nature C,onseraation
and the British Council in

Programme

Wellington, we haue bun able to send Grant

to the officinl hunch of

Wethnd Link

Interrurtiorml. The aim of WLI is to promote
the qualily of wetknd educational centra

the uoild to promnte

throughout

atnblishment

the

of more wethnd

educational
centres. WLI will be administered at the HQ
Widfoul
Wetlands Tiust,

of the

&

Slirubridge. Ducks Unlimited (NZ) was
inuited to attend the hunch of WLI because
of our irutolaement and ffirts at the Sinclair
Wethnds and the Pearce Wethnds two
wetlands of international importance.

Wile at

Slimbridge Grant will haae
discussions with staff at the Interrutional
Wildfowl and Wetlands Research Bureau,
whose headqrutrters is also at Slimbridge,
about a wi.de range of wetland matters (DU
is a Contributor member of the IWRB).
Rod Hall, who took two pairs of NZ Blue
duck to the UK in 1987, and who rurs

British Airways Assisting

Nature

Conseruation programmc, generously
for Grant to Jly to the UK, courtwy

arranged

of the BA Prlgramme. The British C.ouncil
also assisted with an utremely generous

financial contribution to heh Grant's
infurnal UK trauel costs. We are honoured
and delighted to receiue thebe two imfortant
gnrsorships, and to receiue the inuitation
from the UK to fu present for the lnunch of
Wetlnnd Link Interrutiod, and we thank

for

the opportunifu to be inuolued.

DU

mpmbers recently receiued high

rwognition

to

eueryone

Grant will proui.de FLIGHT with a full
rebort on his tnp in the June issue.
Two

for their contribution

corseruation. Horrie Sinchir and Ias
Cleaeland of Dunedin, receiued 1990
Commemoratiae Medals. I'm sure all
members join me in congratuhting Horrie
and lzs.

Repo,,t

In early lkcember Stew Morrison,
and Ih Duncan
Sintlair, Chnirmnn of the &wrd of

fuin off. We are, howeuer,

Etcecutiae Wce President,

a

Drwton, of Ducks Unlirnited Aned4 fuid
a quick uisit to Aucklan"d and with a number
of our Drectors held a mating at Tbny &

enhancenwnt, as well as being abk to assist

Liz Fktman's, n r

Pokeno,

South

Auckhnd. Stew and Duncan had just been
to Adelnidc where thq ossisted in the
launching of Ducks Unlimited Australia.
DU Australin hal becn in the pipeline for a
number of years and it's great to see it up
and running. Also at the m.ezting were Joe
Hall and Clark Springer from DU USA. Joe

and Chrk, both prominent people in DU
were holi.daying

in NZ under

the guidnnce

of

DU (NZ). The muting couerd a number of
importnnt points on wetlnnl conseruation

and DU qdministration. Wile at

the
Flexman's the group were prioileged to haae a

of the 500 hwtare /roferA
and were abk to uiew the numerous uethnd
creation ffirts and the 120 grq teal nat
conductud tour

boxes.

from

members shows that
Brendnn C-.oe's article in the hst FLIGHT
was well reod and appreciated. Brendan's
ffirts are a fine emmple of wfutt can be
achieaed in wethnd creation and restoration
work. Ouer forfi different bird sfwia haue

Fudback

well qblc to prou'ide

of knowledge on all agects of
wetland creation, ratoration and
wealth

with inforrufiian about obtaining and
in a captiue, or semi

keeping waterfowl
captiue, situation.

We haue also managed to

generate

considerable intzrest in Pre&ttor control and
Howard Egan caught 8 feral cats in the first
predator control
uechs
programme. I saw one of the cak and it was
the hrgat cat I'ue euer sun, and no doubt
raponsible for killing numberc of birds. Feral
cats, ferrets, stoab and weasels haue no place
in the New Zealand enuironment.
Further ercellent gonsorship wos recently

thru

of his

receiud from NATIONAL INSURANCE,
who hnue again froui.dcl Ducks Unlimitpt
with a greatly reduced lremium for the
$350,000 irnuranre fulicy at the Sinclair
Wetlands. Sincere thanks to NATIONAL

INSURANCE.
Neil Haya

PRESIDENT

I

now been recorded on Pateke Ingoons.

In the Wairarapa, DU member Howard

Egan has just created around 3 hectara of
prime wetland habitat and this is another

fine uample of what can be achieued.

Howard purchasd a 12 hectare Pro|erty
near Carterton in (htober kut year and in
the short time since then has creotd an area

where, grq teal, shoueler, dabchick, Srq
duck, mallard, Qtruda geae, pied stilt, and
paradise shelduck haue alreody bun raorded.
All in all there are some uer! fusitiue
things happening in the area of wetland
creation and restoration. It would be nice to

DU prouiding greater financinl support
with this work, but this will not be possible

see

until we fuiue the

Pearce Wetland mortgage
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BY RON GOUDSWAARD

The mission : to effect a landing on the aobqnic filug of
roch krcated in the seas of the subantarctic called Dent
Island; to find and then catrh four fuirs of Camfibell
Islnnd Ttml assuming thq wue not already wtinct; to kcep
the satne aliae and healtlry until a shtp could hring the
furE back to ciailisation in six weeks time.
Dent Island is only 700m long but on

the seaward side it rises almost vertically
for 200m in a row of three peaks that are
the backbone of the island and give the
island its name. The strange proportions
make the island look much smaller at a
distance than it really is. From a long way

off the fifteen metre high splash

zone

looks insignificant compared to the 200m
high peaks. At close range a person is
immediately dwarfed by the near vertical
bare rock of the splash zone. There is no

landing beach and our leader

proposed

that we use a small aluminium dinghy
which he would guide in, on a rising
swell, to a vertical piece of rock cliff and
that we would just step off and hang onto

by any way we could.
The teal are a small flightless version of
the New Zealand Brown Teal although
recent DNA studies suggest they are more
closely related to Chestnut teal. The teal

survive only on Dent Island and were
probably exterminated from Campbell
Island by the large number of rats that
live there. There are no ponds on Dent
Island and the teal live like rats under the
chest high tussock and "mega herbs" that
form a dense cover on the island.

The problem with the teal is that

hardly anybody had ever seen them. The

first was mllected by a Captain Fairchild
in 1886. It was not 'tntil people were
stationed on the adjacent Campbell Island

for a number of years during the

second

World War that another two were
collected n 1944. Then apart from a
possible sighting in poor light in 1958 the
teal seemed to vanish and were thought
extinct until a scientific survey of the
islands in 1975 captured one specimen
which was later returned to the island.
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This bird proved that the teal were

alive and warranted further attention.

With the only'known

PoPulation

concentrated on one 700m rock

its

long

term survival did not look good. In
January 1984 Murray Williams of
Department of Conservation, along with
Andy Garrick made a very intensive
search for the teal and in ninety man

of

searching including overnight
stays on the island, they had just four
sightings and plenty of evidence that
skuas were preying on the teal. Murray
and Andy did manage to catch and bring
back one male. This put pressure on the
government to establish a population in
captivity. In June the same year John

hours

Cheyne led a party of eight people to Dent

Island where they had the best part of a
day on the island and in repeated line
abreast sweeps across the island recorded

eight sightings and managed to catch
three birds. This browht the captive
population to three males and one female.
In September 1990 when I was invited
to take part in the mission, nobody knew

when they bred. The female in captivity

had refused to accept any of the three
males.

There is nothing quite like a challenge
and there would be six of us. Anyway the

opportunity

to visit one of

the

subantarctic islands was too good to miss.

I didn't know about the little boat, three

metre swells and vertical clffis at that
stage but I would have gone anyway.
More daunting was the report I started

reading

on

Campbell Island weather.

Campbell Island is the second to last stop
before Antarctica. There are frequent gale

force winds, constant bleak grey

skies,

fog, snow, rain, often in quick succession

#

&

*re

and sometimes simultaneously. One book
gave met figures recording 32 hoqrg o{
iunshine in 30 years. Campbell Island
stands fully e:<posed to the westerly
airflow around the antarctic ice cap.
Dent Island is on the exposed side of
Campbell Island. The previous expedition
members all reported the wind chill factor
as horrendous. On the plus side was the
wildlife. Campbell island is the main
breeding ground for the majestic Royiil
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Albatross. Campbell island also has
breeding colonies of Black browed and
Grey h&ded Mollymawks, Wandering and

Licht mantled Sooty

Petrels, Hookers, Sealion, Elephant

Yellow-eyed

and Rockhopper

seals,

ss

Penguins,

numerous other petrel and shearwater
species, and of course skuas. The time we

spent with each of these would fill
another article. Another plus was the
promise of decent accommodation. A
meterological crew is stationed all year
round on Campbell Island and they have a
very comfortable well equipped hostel.
We arrived at Campbell island on the
11th of October but sea conditions were
too rough to even contemplate going to
Dent Island until the 16th. We had plenty
of other tasks to keep us occupied though.
Unloading the year's supply of provisions
took a whole day.

It took another two days to

make
transport boxes and build suitable aviaries

for holding any teal we caught. We also
had to eliminate the rest of the sheep
originally introduced as a farming venture
in the early 1900's. Their numbers had
already been reduced drastically by two
previous culling expeditions. Other tasks
included removing a fence line that was
erected in 1975 to keep sheep out of the
northern haH of the island, helping with
track maintenance around the met base
and securing the corrugated iron sheets

from the coast watching station which
was now in a dilapidated state. We also
helped Roger Moffat monitor mollymawk
and yelloweyed Penguin breeding colonies.
Roger is the engineer stationed at the base

and puts

-.

Albatross, Giant

a lot of his own time into

The rwe

tul

of the subantwctic. Photo J,L. Kendrick.

monitoring

the

for

various

someone spotted a teal he alerted the rest

Department of Conservation scientists.
We managed two days on Dent before
the weather deteriorated again. We found
nothing on our initial survey except one

and guided them into position around the
teal. We then closed in and more often

seabirds

possible faecal sample. We had more

we began a slow search
using a tape recording made of the
Campbell Island ltnl at the National
Wildlife Centre, Mt Bruce. Typically the
first indication of a teal is a rustle in the
success when

If

you have been quiet and stop
to sit quietly the teal sometimes comes
back to look at you. The hard part is to

tussock.
spot

it watching you in the sea of tussock.

The males sometimes advertised their
presence with a whistle and sat where
you could see them. The females never
exposed themselves

fully. Our most
was to spread

successful technique

ourselves out around the taperecorder in a
suitable looking gully. We soon learned
that a gully with a permanent trickle of
water and a good cover of mega herbs
such as Stilbocarpa and Bulbinella was

most likely to have teal resident nearby.

By spreading out we increased the
that one or other of us would

see

odds

or hear

the teal moving in toward the recorder. A
few teal answered the tape, more often

they sneaked in with hardly a rustle. ff

than not the teal simply

vanished.

Sometimes there were petrel burrows
present indicating how the teal might
have vanished. At other times it was
frustratingly inexplicable how they
vanished so completely. On the second to

last day when we were
selectively

for

females

searching

we "watched"

a

particularly amorous male show us how it
was done. He called repeatedly in reply to
the tape allowing us to follow his

movements.

On

several occasions

he

moved past within half a metre of where
one or other of us were standing without
anybody getting even a glimpse of him as

he did it. This bird also

covered a
surprising amount of ground in a short
space of time. One minute he would be
beside the speaker and then next he
would be thirty meters away, whistling in
reply to the tape all the way so we knew

it was the same bird.
On the fiqst two days we caught two
males and one female. Then apart from a
brief visit on the first of November which
we had to abort because of bad weather
(we had hardly got ashore when it started
snowing), we didn't get back to Dent until

the Sth of November. On the fifth

we
managed to catch another pair, the female
of which appeared to be the mate of one
of the males caught in the same locality
previously. We also used this opportunity

to set up two Fyke nets and another six
seH closing traps. These were left unset
whenever we left the island because of the
uncertainly of when we could get back. As
it happened the weather deteriorated and

we were unable to use the boat again.
Fortunately the Frigate that was to take
us back to New T,ealand carried a
helicopter on board and on each of our

last three days the pilot managed to land
three of us on top of the southern peak.
There was nowhere to land and the pilot
simply hovered with the two front wheels
tucked into the slope. Getting back off the
lower slope with all the gear was exciting.
The pilot hovered into the wind beside the
slope, his rotor blades clipping at the
tussock, and we clambered up the legs one
at a time.
On the 15th November, the first of our
last three days, we caught three teal. The
first two were males. At the end of the
day we had just released one and were
preparing to release the second male when
I found a teal in one of the traps. In the
rush of preparing for the helicopter which
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Fentww
was due to arrive shortly

I

can just imagine the effort we put into
trying to catch those two teal. The three
of us began diving desperately after them
in all directions. The satisfaction of

mistook the

teal for a female. It was not until the
following afternoon, while a TV crew
which arrived with the Frigate were

filming the teal in bright conditions, that I
realised the bird was a male. Now we had

recatching

one quite quickly

was

swamped by the frustration we felt when

we realised

an unacceptable surplus of males and two

would have to go back. the pilot, as
amicable as ever, agreed to take us back

it

was the female that was

the following day, our last chance to catch

getting away. We caught her though and
that must have been the most satisfying
moment of the whole trip. Not only had

a female.

we caught seven out of our target of eight

birds, (more individual birds than had
ever been seen before), four of the birds

The following morning we waited for
the cloud to lift. We had already spent
most of the 16th searching for females.

were probably established mated pairs.

The only one we did see had given us the
slip. Eventually the cloud lifted enough for
the pilot to take us through the saddle to

caught ten

In total over six

days we had some
thirty eight encounters with teal and we

of them. Many of

the
encounters were on the same sites and
probably involved the same birds. There
were also several encounters of ffierent
birds (males vary considerably in the
brightness of their head and chest colour)
at the same site indicating their territories

Dent Island. We held onto both birds
while we searched the island for another

female, again without. success although
two females called briefly in reply to the
tape and then vanished into "thin air".

Finally, when we could delay it no longer
we released the two males. the first male

are more flexible than we had orpected.
The teal were concentrated around
permanent watercourses on the lower
slopes but we found teal everywhere, even
close to the top, giving us the impression
that every suitable habitat was occupied
and we estimated a population of sixty
birds for the island.

promptly slipped off quietly into the
tussock. The second male headed up his
watercourse calling. Moments later we
heard a female reply. Alerted we started
following. She continued to reply and
when we cawht up to him they were
actually mating in the watercourse. You

The northern and western slopes were
too dangerous for us to survey but from
the helicopter we could see there were
pockets of suitable looking habitat and we
could see no reason why teal should not
survive in these pockets too. Skuas were
nesting all round the island but we found
no evidence of teal predation. The skuas
appeared to be feeding predominantly on

The winners in the quarterly 'Flighl'membership competition are

Mr P.B. Marsh of Huntenrille
and Mr f.B. Marsh of Huntenrille

Liie

Members

$600

males the freedom

Introduction

around the room visiting and whistling to

breeding season, usually in spring and
early summer, and egg-laying generally
occurs over three months from

The trip back to New Zealand was
much more enjoyable, thanks to the

relatively calm sunny weather. The bir{s
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for a

up with the first male

caught.
These two had been living side by side in
adjacent pens on Campbell Island for six
weeks already. November is rather late in
the season to start breeding but it would
appear spring is late arriving on Dent

and physiological

AII donations to Ducks Unlimited are Tax Deductible
Post to P.O, Box 44-176, Lower Hutt

-

-

changes

egg-laying. At Massey University -I
have recentty started to study how birds
time their breeding. In particular, I am
studying the physiology of reproduction in
ordei to understand how lirds respond to

for

external cues such as changes in
daylength, and how environmental
informition is translated into hormonal
changes that lead to seasonal breeding.
-work is providing. new information
The
on the biology of our native birds, and
also has ipplication to the captive

Island anyway so here's hoping they do
breed in their first season in captivity.

Field operation leader
Boatman

breeding of endangered birds.

Support Team

The Timing of Breeding

Shane Hancox

is controlled by two
types of environmental information,
defined as "ultimate" and "profmate"
factors. Ultimate factors are those that
Seasonal breeding

Department of Conservation

Pete McClelland

Department of Conservation
Murray Williams
National Wildlife Centre
Ron Roudswaard
Wellington Zoological Gardens
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dictate the timing of the production of
young, and the most important is the
avaitalititv of food for feeding young and

for post-fledging survival. Proximate
factors are those that regulate
development of the gonads (testes and
ovary) and the sequential events of the

breeding cycle. The most important
proximate factor for many birds is the
annual cycle of daylength, which provides
a stable reference point for the switching
on and off of reproductive rh1'thms. Birds

like the mallard that respond to

daylength are considered

in

changes

to

For most

be

photoperiodic
birds the increasing daylength aJter the
winter solstice stimulates gonal growth in

photoperiodic.

anticiation of the breeding season.
Proximate factors bring birds into a
physiological state in which breeding czln
begin, but are not of themselves sufficient
tolnduce nesting and egg-laying. The final
stages of gonad development and the onset

-

nesting are stimulated bY
of
supplementary information, such as

interactions with the mate, and nutrition.
An adequate food supply is essential if
birds are to breed, but just when food is
required, what components of the diet are

crucial, and what
mechanisms

the

physiological

are by which

influences reproduction

nutrition

are

poorly

understood.

Hormone measurements

For male birds, reproduction requires
of fertile sperm, whilst for
the production
the female, eggs must be ovulated,

fertilised and laid. The production of
sperm and eggs by the gonads is the
result of a pathway of hormone secretion
that starts in the hlpothalamus, an area
at the base of the brain that contains the

"biological clock". The hlpothalamus
controls the reproductive system via the
pituitary gland, which

in turn secretes

hormones which act on the gonads to
cause production of sperm and eggs and
steroid hormone secretion.
Hormones are chemical messengers that

enter the blood and carry information
around the body between different organs.
Hormone levels in blood depend on the
activity of the internal reproductive
organs. Thus, by measuring hormone
levels in a bird's breeding cycle' Hormone
measurements are now a major tool in the

study

of the

physiology

of

seasonal

breeding.

Reproductive physiologY

of

New

Zealand birds

Virtually nothing is known about the
physiology of breeding rycles of New
kaland birds. Yet some of our endemic
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though I restricted their food.
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-$250
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laying pellets immediately it was offered
to them. They were naturally tame and
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species have very unusual cycles, such as

1

,xI

the kakapo which does not breed every
year and the kiwi which lays very large
eggs. Recently, I have had the opportunity
to measure hormone levels in three
different birds - the North Island brown
kiwi, yellow-eyed penguin and house
sparrow. In all of them I measured levels
of the main male and female hormones

(testosterone and estradiol) in blood over
one year, and results for testosterone are

shown in Figure

1.

North lsland brown kiwi

The timing of seasonal breeding in
free-living North Island brown kiwi is
unusual in that egg lalrng starts in early

winter and peaks in early spring.
Incubation of the large eggs is also
unusual, being prolonged (70-90 days) and

performed only by the male. Murray
Potter and myself found that male kiwi
had an annual cycle of blood levels of
testosterone. Levels were low from

February-April, rose in May to a broad
peak lasting 4 months, and then declined
in September to lower levels from
November-January. Gstosterone levels in
relation to stages oi the breeding cycle
were low in the non-breeding period,

rising to high levels for two-four months
before egg lay,rng.

kvels declined steadily

towards the start of incubation and were
very low by the time of brooding of the

chicks. There was

an annual cycle

of
estradiol levels in females that was
similar in timing and extent to the male
cycle. Estradiol levels in relation to stages
.gf the breeding cycle in females were low
in the non- breeding period, increased over

3 months

This wticle

Figure

orllina

important and necessary

rawch

before egg la1rng, declined in
the 2 weeks before laying and were low
thereafter. These results show that the
being undertaken on Neu

kaland bird

North Island brown kiwi has annual
cycles of blood steriod levels that

speciw. Photo N. Haga.

correspond rather precisely to the pattern
of winter breeding.

1.
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sparrow wbre

reproductive

penguin

is

rycle of the

yellow-eyed

probably photoperiodically
controlled, with gonad activity stimulated
by the increasing daylengths of spring.
The birds cease reproductive activity
whilst the daylength is still increasing,
and must therefore have lost the

to respond to a stimulatory
daylerigth. This phenomenon is known as
photorefractoriness, and has been found in
capability

most seasonally breeding birds that have
been studied experimentally.

House Sparrow

I studied the house sparrow at lower
Hutt with Don Waddington, finding

marked changes during the year in the
size of the gonads. From March to June
the testes are smaIl, weighing less than
0.04V0 of body weight. fbstis size starts to
increase in July, with a rise from August
to a peak in December. This is followed by

a decline to the regressed size by March.
The maximum weight of the testes during
the breeding season can reach 2.8V0 of.
body weight. For comparison, if a 7019
human male had testes of equivalent size,

they would weigh 2 lcg! The

Yellow-eyed penguin

/

I

1

Gstosterone levels then dropped rapidly,
were low again by the time of incubation
in October and remained low until the
following breeding se;son. Estradiol levels
in females showed a similar pattern to
testosterone in males, with a rise in
August from low non-breeding levels, and
a peak in September before egg laying.
Icvels declined rapidly after egg laying,
and were low again in October.
The yellow-eyed penguin has a short
period of egg layrng in the spring, with no
second clutches laid. The hormone data
suggest that the penguin also has a short
period of ovary and testis activity, perhaps
only about two months each year. The

female

reproductive system has a similar pattern

of growth and regression to that of the

I ENCLOSE MY CHEQUE FOR

\

/

I

cr)

male, with a 100-fold change in ovarian
weight between the non-breeding and
breeding seasons. Hormone measurements
showed that testosterone levels in male

low from

April-August,
peak from
October-December. This was followed by a

rising

in

September

to a

steady decline to,,low levels again in

February. Estradbl levels

in

female

sparrows also showed an annual cycle,
being low from ApriUuly, rising in August
to a peak from September-January and
then declining. The pattern of hormone
levels in house sparrows thus reflects the
size and state of the reproductive system
in both males and females.
Research at Massey University

The field studies of the North Island
brown kiwi, yellow-eyed penguin and
house sparrow have shown that New
Zealand birds do have annual cycles of
blood hormone levels that are correlated
with the events of the breeding cycle.
Data on the size of the internal organs are
available only for the house sparrow; for
this species they show that the hormonal
rycle reflects a dramatic cycle in the size
of the ovaries and testes. In all three
species the reproductive system is clearly
being switched on and off each year. The
most likely proximate factor stimulating
the growth of the reproductive system is
the annual cycle of daylength ie, all three
species are probably photoperiodic.

In order to understand how other New
Zealand birds time their breeding,
expecially native species, studies are now
needed where the daylength and other

conditions are varied systematically. this

is what I am now doing at

Massey

University. The key research question can
be expressed simply as "what turns bird
on and offl" In order to answer this
question I am studying how daylength,

nutrition and other external stimuli
interact with internal rhythms to produce
annual cycles of reproduction. We want to

know how external information, such as
the length of the day, is "read" by a bird,

,\..
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l.ote the

Phillip Seddon and I found that
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testosterone levels in males were low in
the non-breeding period, with a rise in
August and a peak in September during
the period of nest building and copulation.
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and how this information is transformed
by the brain into hormonal signals that

of the reproductive
system and the development of sexual

control the gyowth
behaviour.

To do this

I plan to use the grey duck

as my study species. Grey ducks were
chosen because they are a native species
that can be held and bred in captivity. We
can use information from the closely
related mallard to help plan our work, and
can use mallards to sort out methods to
use with grey ducks. If I can develop a

detailed understanding of reproduction in

the grey duck I can then apply the
knowledge to other species that cannot
easily be studied. Ducks Unlimited is

supporting this work by providing young
birds reared in captivity. I will also need

to catch free-living

ducks so we have

sufficient birds for the

research
programme, which will involve myself and
two PhD students. We will collect regular
blood samples from ducks held outdoors

and under controlled lighting patterns
indoors. Gonad size will also be measured
by laparoscopy.

My work also includes the kiwi and
kakapo. Brown kiwis that are found dead
are being sent to us for the measurement
of the size of the reproductive system.
This will enable us to gradually build up
a picture of gonad size in the brown kiwi

different months of the Year for
comparison with the homone data from
Northland. Other aspects of the
reproductive biology of the kiwi are also

in

being studied.
I am a member of the IGkapo Recovery

Team and am using our knowledge of

in birds to helP the
management of the kakapo. We need to
know whether kakapo, in Particular
reproduction

females, are undergoing cycles

of

gonad

growth each year or whether they are not
physiologically capable of breeding in some
years. It is not feasible to regularly collect
blood samples to measure hormone levels,
so we are investigating the measurement
of hormone Jevels in droppings. Hormone

droppings may give us an
indication, albeit less precise than blood

levels

in

of

gonadal activity in
kakapo without having to handle the
measurements,
birds.

Applications to conservation
A key question for the managers of both
freeJiving and captive birds is "what
factors will stimulate breeding?". This is

similar to our basic research question of

"How is the timing of seasonal breeding in

birds controlled?". An understanding of
the physiology of breeding can be applied
to the conservation of birds, in particular
to captive breeding. One example of this is
the induction of ovulation in birds. In
captivity some birds show signs of sexual
activity during the breeding season but do
not breed. A current matter of concern is
the only female Campbell Island teal in
captivity. She has been in New Zealand
now for six seasons yet will not accept a
male, despite the best efforts of John Gill
Thrawera and the staff at Mt Bruce. An

understanding of the physiology of
ovulation may lead to being able to

artificially induce ovulation

in

birds.
Measurements of hormone levels in blood
samples collected during the breeding
season can be used to identify birds that
are physiologically capable of breeding. ff

is an important factor
stimulating gonad growth in a species
then it may be possible to stimulate
breeding by using artificial light/dark
daylength

cycles, as has been attempted for birds
outdoors at the Slimbridge WildJowl Tiust
in England. These examples indicate how

understanding gained from basic
studies will in future be able to assist in
the management of breeding in birds.

the

The national population of grey ducks is

fue there any other places in New
T,ealand with similar or better populations
of grey ducks? In our studies in the

Murray Williams improved a draft of

you have flocks of pure grey ducks in
your area then we would aPPreciate
hearing from you. Information from

Ducks Unlimited members will allow us
to map the current distribution of grey
ducks in New Zealand. This will help our
work, and may also show up a need to
revise the current mariagement of gley

The best source of grey ducks for our
studies of captive ducks are birds that
have been reared in captivity. Ducks

wash and roughly chop plums. Place the
flesh and stones in a large presurising

pan. Cover with measured water Simmer
ilowly until tender, about 30 mins. lirrn
into a jelly bag. Allow to dry overnight or
for several hours. Measure juice in cups
and return to the presurising pan. allow 1
cup sugar for each cup of juice. Add sugar
to the iuice and slowly heat, stirring until
sugar dissolves. Add lemon juice. Increase
the heat then boil briskly till jellv gives a

1 tablespoon butter
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon pepper

1. thinly slice onion, saute in the butter

until soft

2. layer the cooked onions and potato in a

shallow baking dish, finishing

layer

2509 oinions
60Qg potatoes cut into thin slices
300 mls cream
200 mls milk
2 tablespoons seed mustard

Unlimited breeders have helped us this
season to start our rqgearch on grey duck.
Are there any other breeders who might
be able to help us with grey ducks from
the 1991 season? If so we would be very
pleased to hear from you. Your help will

of

with

a

potatoes. Combine remaining

ingredients and pour over the top.
3. Cook in reheated oven at 180deg C (350
deg F) for 1.30 hours, or until potatoes are

setting test. Remove from heat and add

the port. Pack and seal into clean, hot, dry
jars.

tender.

be acknowledged in reports from our
work, and we will keep you informdd
about the progress of our studies.

GIMPEX" RAIN

Dr John Cockrem, Department of
Physiology and Anatomy, Massey
University, Palmerston North. Ph (063)
69-099
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and Biological

Rhythm

Department of Physiology and Anatomy
Massey University
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about 3 cups sqar ";2 tablespoon lemon ftrice
1% tablespoons Port

flour

Scalloped Potatoes

ducks.
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Polo Shirt $35
Grey Teal Nestboxes
$20 (kitset)
plus freight
mounting post $5 extra

Jelly 1.5 kg plums
3 cups water

eaten warm or cold.

ducks were once the most common duck
in New Zealand. Today, however, grey
duck are absent from some areas and in

Partridge. GIMPEX "ready to use" FEEDERS have large
?O I i tre rainproof containers wi th strong handl es GIMPEX DISPENSERS are for self-mounting onto other
systems.
e iupEx CoMPLETE FEEDER $ 41.30 incl.GSI add $ 6.-Postage
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1/4 lb (115g) butter
2oz (555) icing sugar
1 small teaspoon baking Powder

Grey ducks request for helP from
Ducks Unlimited members Head Grey

AUCKLAND

Plum Port

Mix together and press into 2 sandwich
tins. Cook 375F Filling Put 1 medium tin
crushed pineapple into a saucepa.n and
heat with l/4 cltp sugar. Thicken with 1
tablespoon custard powder mixed with a
fttle Cold water. Spread over tarts. Can be

ducks for our studies.

CHAPTER SALES ITEMS

Pineapple Tirrt

1 egg 6oz (1809)

Rangitikei and northern Wairarapa areas
we have yet to find pure grey ducks. If

Phone (063) 69-099

this article, and Ducks Unlimited
members are helping to provide grey

*,

By Audrey Pritt

probably still declining, but there are few
if any published reports to con{irm this.
Andre Grpstra from Galatea has flocks
of more than 100 grey ducks in his area.

Palmerston North
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D.U. Welw
D.U. AUCKI-AND

NZ. SPORTMANS
SHOW

This year D.U. was invited to have a
display at the first N.Z.Sportmans Show
which was held in Rotorua from January
18-20. The show included a variety of
stands such as sports shops dealing in
outdoor equipment, outdoor sporting organisations and a number of conservation

groups. Approximately 10,000

people

attended over the 3 days. Grant Dumbell
and Marie McEntee manned the stand,
along with the added help from DU Bay of

Plenty Director Dave Johnstone.
The majority of people who attended
were keen to find out about DU,its aims
and objectives and a handful took out
memberships at the show Some people

were unaware of how rare and unique
some of N.Z.'s water{owl are, and they
showed genuine interest in learning a little about them. Others were keen for
information about wetland development as

I
a

tr

,

a

-

ls your product related to waterfowl and

-

wetlands?
Promote your product

to a

captive

audience.

they had a small pond on their property
and they were keen to attract waterfowl.
Our "Bucks for the Ducks" raffle which
ran very successfully was won by Mr Willie Shaw of Okere Falls.
It is hoped that the show will become
an annual event, with the venue rotating
around the country. Certainly the success

of the show this year, will mean that

Mrs J.Hall, Washington, U.S.A. Mr H.
Honneggar, Otaki.

Bronze Sponsors:
Ontario, Canada.

Mr and Mrs Read,

Mr David Rice,

land. West Auckland Forest and Bird Protection Society, Auckland.
Tiade Members: Otukou Outdoor Guides,
lirrangr. Alltech Associates Inc, Auckland.
Mr CJ. Bowen, l,ower Hutt.

other centres have plenty to look forward
to in future years. We would like to especially thank the organisers of the show
who donated the cost of the stand to D.U.

Grant Dumbell Marries

D.U. ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Dumbell

As you will have seen in the advert
earlier in this Flight, the 1991 D.U.
Annual General Meeting/Dinner/Auction
is to be held on July 13-14 at the fbkaanu
Hotel, (formerly the T,H.C. Tokaanu). ff

you are interested in attending, please fill
out the registration form and send it along
with your pre-registration fee and accomodation deposit (if required) to Diane Pritt
as soon as possible. As always the A.G.M.
is a sort after event on the D.U. Calender
and strongly supported by many members. A memorable and enjoyable time is
guaranteed. Workshops will again be held

D.U.'s Executive Director, Dr Grant
is shown with his bride Marie

McEntee who is also D.U.'s secretary. The
marriage took place at Auckland in February and the happy couple intend to reside
in that city where they will continue to be

at the forefront of D.U. NZ's waterfowl
and wetland activities.

on the Saturday morning at 10.00 and
11.00am. The type of workshops to be
held this year will be notified in the June
issue of Flight. Mr Don Merton Q.S.M.
will be guest speaker at the A.G.M. Don's
passion for conservation is widely
respected, so we are sure his talk will be
of considerable interest to many members.

Limited Space Available Now

$50 per display
20% Discount for

NEW LIFE/ SPONSOR,/ TRADE
MEMBERS
Since our December issue of flight, we

D.U.

have received

Trade Members
For bookings and enquiries write to
Diane Pritt
c/- P.0. Box 44-176, Lower Hutt
Ph (0658) 58-016

a

number

Auck-

of new lifel

sponsor,/trade members. We would like to
thank the following for their support of
DU:Life Members: J. Nielsen, Mt Bruce, Masterton. Mr M. Paku, Masterton. Mr and
Mrs C. Springer, Alaska U.S.A. Mr and

DINNER,iAUCTION

The Auckland chapter is holding its
annual dinner/auction on Friday March
22nd starting at 7.30pm. The venue will
once again be The Sorrento, One Tiee

Hill. The ticket price is $35.00 which
includes a full smorgasbord dinner. All
D.U. members and friends are invited. For
those wishing to attend the evening, tickets can be obtained from the chaper chairperson - David Rice at P.O.Box 266,Papakura, Auckland, or by Phoning David at
299-8330 Ous). If anyone has any items

suitable for the silent or main auction,
these would be gratefully accepted. Collection can be arranged by ringrng David at
the above number. We look forward to
seeing you there.

Wellington Chapter Dinner,/Auction

This year's event will be held at the
James Cook on March 23 with tickets
costing $35.00 each. They are available
from Chris Hooson, Telephone 04 859-166.
The evening is a must for all wetland and
waterfowl enthusiasts.

Masterton Intermediate
On Friday the 30th of November 1990
the latest stage of Masterton Intermediate
School's waterfowl enclosure extension

was completed and offically opened by Mr
Jim Campbell @ucks Unlimited) and Mr
Bob Francis Mayor of Masterton). The
official opening was attended by Mr Fran'
cis, (l\4ayor of Masterton), Mrs Brewster
(Chairperson of the M.I.S. Board of Tiustees), Mr Lindsay @rincipal), members of
the staff and students.

The project was started in the early
with the building of the dam under
the supervision of Mr L Campbell.
1980's

In 1986 the project took a further step
with the building of the waterfowl enclo
sure and cages. This was made possible
through a grant from Alex Harvey Industries, assistance from D.U. and D.O.C.
with construction work being done by
Periodic Detention workers. Planting and
setting up the cages was done by pupils of
M.I.S.

This year the

complex

has

As much of the works as was possible
was done by pupils of M.I.S. under the
supervision of Mr C Anderson and Mr G
Banks (1\4.LS.staf0. Other work was completed with assistance by members of
D.U.
NATASHA VAN BERLO,
RICHARD EALKNER

BOG

After centuries of fighting back

Agriculture Minister Gerit Braks said
the Government wanted to develop about
50,000 ha of farmland into nature reserves
over the next 30 years, increasing the
national reserve area by a third. Farmers
are to be paid market rates for environemphasis is to be placed on wetlands,
important for migrating birds.
The Government has bought up wild
areas and turned them into reserves in
the past but this is the first time it has

sponsored turning farmland back to its
natural state, officals said.
Over the last 40 years intensive farming
with wholesale drainage and heavy chemi
cal use has taken its tolI on the Nether-

ers offered subsidies to maintain
dows.
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mentally important land and particular

reserves are also to be extended and farm-

Canado geese

price)

life.

Under the plan, part of a wide-ranging
drive by the Dutch Government to
improve the environment, existing nature
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their flat farmland revert to bog in an
effort to re-establish wild bird and animal

plant and animal species in our country is
still continuing, Mr Braks said.
The Cabinet has approved a budget of
$US260 ($N2442 million) for the nature
plan between 1990 and 1994. A further
$US120 million was proposed a year ago.
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encroaching water with sea walls and
dykes, the Dutch are to let large areas of

the poplulation of breeding birds has
a third. The deterioration of
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been

extended by fully enclosing the pond area
below the waterwheel to allow some of
the waterfowl much more access to the
pond, and to enable the School to broaden
the range of breeds raised in it's waterfowl programme.

lands' wildlife. Five per cent of the country's plant species have disappeared and

reports 50 Md mallad in
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Officials said it would not have a significant impact on the country's arable land
or livestock production.
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NATIONAL SALES ITEMS
OPERATION PAf,EKE
Jim Campbell took 42 brown teal north

with him on his holiday trip in
mid-January and released them at the
Purerua Peninsula site. Prior to their

enclosure have reared one rygnet.
We still have a massive list of members
wishing to join the recovery programme,
but we should be able to whittle this list
down from the successes this season.

release

OPERATION BRANTA

also confirmed earlier reports oJ, brown
teal being seen throughout the disfiict. We

Our first two banding operations under
our new operation policy were conducted
at Jim Campbell's Wairarapa and Di
Pritt's Ohakune properties during Janu-

farm manager, Dallas Greenway,
had reported that brown teal broods had
been recorded on the 7 hectare lake and
have now released brown teal

at

the

Purerua site.

In July we

hope to release radio
transmitter carryrng brown teal at the
Mimiwhangata Farm Park and follow-up
their movements during the following
months.

The captive breeding season is going
well and the Otorohanga Zool$cal
Society has reported 22 birds reared and
the Ifutikati Bird Gardens 16 birds reared.

The final figure for the season should
well over 100.
The success

be

of our

programme has
again been mentioned overseas - this time
in a new book by Dr Janet IGar of the

Wildfowl

&

Wetlands Tiust. The book

entitled "MAN & WILDFOWL" provides
a good overview of Ducks Unlimited's
OPERATION PATEKE and the recovery
programme.

OPERATION WHIO

The captive breeding season for blue
ducks looks likely to produce twice as
many birds as the last season and while
we are not able to put a figure on it at
this point in time we are hopeful that at
Ieast four pairs will be available for the
programme. To date Melvin Pike at
Carterton and Dave Johnson at Reporoa
have reared four blue duck between them
and the National Wildlife Centre has birds

being reared. The project was given a
major boost recently when the Tirrang
section of the Department of Conservation
caught two wild blue duck females for the
captive breeding programme. One female
came from the headwaters of the
Wanganui River and the other from the
Whakapapa River. Both females settled
into captivity odremely well and were
feeding on artificial food within a day of
being placed in captivity. Attempts will be

ary. Both of these capture operations were
very successful yet each was quite differ-

ent in the methods used. All our capture

the public, both hunting and
non hunting, to a greater appreciation
of Canada Geese and an understanding

1. To educate

of their management.

2. To institute, if authorised, a banding

program to some of the populations, to
provide raw data and allow monitoring
of each of the banded populations.
3. To liase with interested parties includ-

small concentrations scattered around the
farm, often on or near farm ponds and
Jim's waterfowl ponds. Each group consists of 10 - 50+ birds and must be located
and tracked down. Usually the birds are

ing Ducks Unlimited, Fish and Game
Councils, Federated Farmers and the

Jim's property the geese are found in

cornered against

a fenceline that

sur-

rounds a pond or paddock. Over 30 birds
were captured including 5 that were previously banded.

At Di Pritt's property

however things

are different, the majority of the birds are
located on one pond during the moult, this
year around 150 - 200 geese were on the
pond. Ducks Unlimited members were
very fortunate to be able to combine with

the Thranaki Fish

&

Game Council and
local DOC staff to conduct a drive into a
pen. This operation is quite labour intensive during the setting up and taking

down but resulted
Geese being banded

in

over 80

Canada

in one afternoon.

The Board hopes in the future to

be

able to offer junior members the opportunity to assist in these operations, details

of a

competition we will run to select
these juniors will be published in a later
issue of 'Flight'.
The following is an update of the aims
and objectives of Ducks Unlimited's
OPERATION BRANTA for the Canada
Goose, approved by the Board on 28
October 1990, prepared because most of
the objectives set in 1977 have been

Department of Conservation.

4. To encourage Canada

.

Geese on private
land by making birds available to land
owners with suitable habitat. Any bird
transfers will be done from existing
North Island populations. There is no
intention to conduct any further transfers from the South Island at this time.,

BOOKS

STATIONERY

Duckshooters: Sportsmen &

DU Bollpoint Pens Clic Bic

Conservotionists ...
Complete Book Austrolion Birds (Reoders

20.00

DUMoxipens-perboxof
DU Moxipens - single

Digebt)

85.00

being met:
(a) The landowner shall hold or obtain
the appropriate authority from the
Department of Conservation.
(b) The landowner shall ensure there is
sufficient habitat to support the
growing population.

(c) The landowner must participate in
any banding program carried out by
Ducks Unlimited on request.
(d) The landowner must be prepared to
make birds available in the future to

assist with the operation if
requested.

OPERAIION ROYAESWAN

,t4.50

Woterfowl Writing Poper ond Envelopes

New Zeolond Birds ...
The Duckshooter's Bog
The Duckshooter's Componion Duckshooier's Bog & Gomebird Hunting
The Howoiion Goose

,r

set of

Birds of New Zeolond Locolity

Guide ......

Wildfowl by Eric Hosking

10

9.00

Woterfowl Note Poper ond Envelopes - set
of six

,r

..

Postcords

5.80
25.50

6.00

- Mute Swon/Brown

pock

10

Teol
4.00

30.00
50.00
30.00

GENERAL
Limiled Edition Art Prints
Blue Duck Art Print by Poul Mortinson

(Members Price) ...
Shoveler Art Print by Russell Jockson
(Members Price) ..
Mollord Art Print by Jonet Morsholl
.- numbered & unsigned

VHS VIDEOS
River in Question

-

The

Mongonui-ote-oo

66.50

Fenn Trops Mk 6 ..
DU Duck Heod Flog 62cm x 44cm

APPAREL
Blue/Grey (one size fits

oll)

25.00
76.00
40.00

DU

Com-O-Point

DU

Ashtroy
Bottle Opener

DU
DU
DU
DU

...

..

DU Cloth Shoulder Potch ...
DU Conodo 50th Anniversory Bodge .......
DU Duck Heod Bodge - Lorge Gold ..... ...
DU Duck Heod Bodge - Smoll Gold/White

& Green
DU Duck Heod Stick Pin .....

DUTeospoons ...
DU Plostic Ruler ..

1.20
5.60
9.60
5.60
6.75

DU Plostic Mugs

49.50
28.00
4.r.00
10.00
4.60
4.20
4.60
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20

.

.

,1.50

- set of 3 ossorted colours

Green
Engroved Crystol Deconter

2.00
33.00
50.00
24.00
36.00

RollBog
Como Bock Pock

5.60
5.60

I ENCLOSE MY CHEQUE FOR $
OR
PLEASE CHARGE TO MY VISA/BANKCARD
(Delete to suit)

IN PAYMENT

EXPIRY DATE

CARD NO

Roll Bag

$21.00

NAME (Please print)

$68.50
S36 00
s22 50

ADDRESS

Shirs

.
.

Number Plote Surrounds (Poirs) Red, Blue.

Jerseys

Hab

8s.00

Key Ring .. . ...
Key Ring Noil Clippers
Letter Opener
DU Teo Coddy Spoon

BADGES
DU Decol
DU Lopel Pin

85.00

.

....
DU Jersey - Red/Green/Blue (stote size)
DU Polo Shirt - Dork Blue ....
DU Hot

Polo

Canadw in the Wairarapa. Photo H. Egan

1.30
8.00

5.1.00

.

off selected items

The Mute swan recovery programme
received a great boost in the North Island
with the llartree family of Hawlas Bay
rearing 10 cygrrets. Breeding elsewhere in
the North Island has been extremely good
and in the South Island good numbers are
reported at Peacock Springs and at the
Sinclair Wetlands Horrie reports that the

'1.50

,14.50

The Mute Swon
Ponds ond Lokes for Wildfowl

1ti.20
11.20

Ducks, Ponds ond People

1. Tiansfers of birds to new areas shall be

tors, subject to the following criteria

10....

Jonet Morsholl Bird Colls - set of four ....... 6.00
Ornithologicol Society Bird Cords - pocks
of 10 .
6.00

Coloured Key to the Woterfowl of the

OPERATING GI.IIDELINES
arranged by Ducks Unlimited Directors
convening the operation or by the Executive Director in liason with the Direc-

- per box of 10

World

IOT"DISCOUNT

company.
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ORIECTIVES

operations are conducted during the moult
when the geese are in their flightless state
regrowing their primary flight feathers. At

made to flock-mate these females, who
now have two males keeping them

pair of Mute's in the captive waterfowl

achieved. These objectives specifically
relate to the North Island. The Canada
Goose is frequently placed on the Game
Licence in many areas in the North Island
and there are now self sustaining populations located in many areas throughout
the North Island.

POST TO DIANE PRITT, SMITHS ROAD
oHAKUNE (58-016)
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